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"create division? What crazy logic is this?

This snippet is not unique it is indicative.

BTW Tuscany is in western Italy, west of the Apennines, south and west of the actual region which
appeared to be heavily impacted. He couldn't even get the damn place right and knows zero about
what has been happening in N Italy for the last 15 years- hint: it ain't a virus.

Listen to the entire interview, RFK was in way over his head. He sidestepped many of Rancourt's
points which illustrated via concrete evidence there was no pandemic.

Here is a snippet from the transcript. At this point in the interview Kennedy is responding to
Rancourt's evidence that viral transmission could not be possible for excess mortality as it has
been stated. Note that RFK postulates a theory as to how the viral spread occurred in N Italy AND
presumptuously posits that "most people" would recommend this:

@8:54:

RFK: "Okay, so let me push back on you. Yeah. You know, I think most people are going to
recommend here, which is that the reason that you had these huge number of deaths in Paris and
New York and for example, in northern Italy, which you did not mention in Tuscany, the same time
as earlier, actually, than the spikes that I was mentioning. I'd love to hear your explanation for that.
Because that seemed to be I mean, that's where we all got the idea that this virus was galloping
through and killing lots and lots of people. And they didn't have remdesivir in Italy at that time, so
something was killing people."

The conversation returns to Italy and after Rancourt suggests the deaths there were mainly in
hospitals RFK says the following:

@31:56

RFK: "My impression I don't know much about Italy either than the news reports and having been
over there and people having the impression..."

Read that again- RFK freely admits he doesn't know much about what happened in Italy but just
23 minutes earlier he used N Italy as a lynchpin for his "hypothesis."

There are multiple other examples of RFK's lack of coherence. He simply can't or won't come to
terms with the fact that there was no pandemic it was administrative slaughter by the Bio-Security
State used to instill fear, force lockdowns, roll out mRNA's and smash the economic order for the
Going Direct Great Reset as decided upon by the G7 nations in 2019 at Jackson Hole.

=============

Second comment that did go through which was a reply to another:

"Team Reality" doesn't seem up to facing what actually happened in the hospitals in Spring 2020
which illustrates that there was no unique viral pathogen and no pandemic.
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People were not being impacted by germs and microbes in any way that was different from every
season- they were being murdered. This renders all the absurd talk of 'bioweapons", "lab leaks",
"China virus", "targeted aerosolization" and so forth meaningless.

That the likes of Robert Malone, Jessica Rose, Ryan Cole and even RFK continue with this
demonstrably false notion of "spread" is inexcusable at this point and a slap in the face to those
who were murdered and then used to create the hysteria that launched the global Covid Operation.

Too much for people to come to terms with? Too bad- it's what happened. And it happened
primarily to the nameless, faceless poor and many who came from institutionalized settings.

They don't seem to count for much even amongst the top tier 'Covid skeptics' who fly around to
fancy conferences perpetuating the lie that there was a pandemic that was "just handled poorly."








